Here is the complete Hebrew lettering for the Circle of Solomon attributed to the Lesser Key of Solomon (found within the Goetia). I found a few small mistakes in S.L. MacGregors Mathers translation so I did my best to translate to the best of my ability, double checking with outside sources.

“The circle of Salomon is to be made nine feet across, & the divine names are to be written around it, from Eheye to Levanah.” They are to written within a coiled serpent. The various translations span back from poorly translated Hebrew, for example, De Occulta Philosophia, Book II, Ch. 13, by Agrippa (1486-1535) which Mathers used for his translations. Also, omitted from the original short prayers corresponding with some of the sacred names (see Appendix I in The Lesser Key of Solomon: Detailing the Ceremonial Art of Commanding Spirits Both Good and Evil by Joseph H. Peterson)

***Remember that Hebrew is written right to left! I also recommend you use Mathers illustration provided below to serve as a general guide for writing out the Magical Circle.

✠ Ehyeh Kether Metatron Chaioth Ha-Qadehs Rashith Ha-Galgalim S.P.M. (for "Sphere of the Primum Mobile")

✠ Iah Chokmah Raziel Auphanim Masloth S.S.F (for "Sphere of the Fixed Stars," or S.Z. for "Sphere of the Zodiac")

✠ Iehovah Eolhim, Binah Tzaphkiel Aralim Shabbathai S. (for "Sphere") of Saturn
* El Chesed Tzadquiel Chaschmalim Tzedeq S. of Jupiter

* Elohim Gibor Geburah Kamael Seraphim Madim S. of Mars

* Iehovah Eloah Va-Daath Tiphereth Raphaël Malakim Shemesh S. of the Sun

* Iehovah Tzabaoth Netzach Haniel Elohim Nogah S. of Venus.

* Elohim Tzabaoth Hod Michaël Beni Elohim Kokav S. of Mercury

* Shaddaï El Chai Iesod Gabriel Cherubim Levanah S. of the Moon